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Breakthrough Online Service Delivers Instant Mobile Access to Personal Medical 

Records 


Breakthrough Using Smart Technology 


M INNEAPOLIS, M INNESOTA - Leading medical records management software 


developer, Account Medical LLC, based in Minneapolis, Minnesota announced today the rollout of its 


innovative online personal health record system delivering on-the-spot medical data to patients and 


medical personnel for all emergency and non-emergency circumstances. 


The company medical records services are made available online as a Software-As-A-Service 


(SAAS) to patients and medical facilities throughout the world.  The system allows subscribers to 


enter personal 
medical information into the database using an easy-to-use online interface.  The 


information includes personal 
data as well as medical information such as blood type, allergies, 


prescribed and non-prescribed medications, physician and insurance information, etc. 


When the information is completed, subscribers will then receive a personalized smart card as well as 


multiple smart stickers from Account Medical LLC through mail bearing a specific 
QR code that will be 


scannable by all mobile devices as well as using normal scanners available in all medical facilities.  


While the smart cards can be easily carried in a wallet or handbag, the smart stickers are designed to 


be placed by the subscriber on easily-accessible places such as keychains, mobile phones, and other 


similar personal belongings. 


The technology allows quick-response units to immediately access patients’ medical records on 


mobile devices during emergency situations helping them to respond swiftly and appropriately 


preventing many complications and even deaths. 




Account Medical LLC provides this technology to end-users as a subscription-based service directly 


through their website at https://accountmedical.com.  Plans include a free service as well as monthly 


and yearly subscriptions.  The veteran-owned company invites all medical providers to a joint-


partnership in order to expand the outreach of the service throughout the world.  Partners will be 


provided specially designed handouts for countertop displays inviting patients to sign up for the 


service. 


 


The company hopes to be able to assist families in providing adequate medical care for the elderly as 


well as children and loved ones at times of desperate need by facilitating instant and easy access to 


their medical information. 


  


The Account Medical LLC phone lines are available to answer any questions regarding their online 


personal health record system.  The company can be reached at their Anoka office and through their 


customer service phone lines as well as email and website. 


 


Account Medical is a is a veteran-owned company that provides access to online medical records on 


demand within a variety of industries worldwide. 
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If you would like more information about this topic, please visit https://AccountMedical.com. 



